
 

 

ABOUT THE CLUB 
 
SCUDERIA FERRARI CLUB is a not-for-profit consortium company founded in 2006 by 
Ferrari S.p.A. in order to coordinate the activities of the many Ferrari enthusiasts who are 
members of Clubs around the world. Today the Company has over 220 officially recognised 
clubs in 24 countries. A wonderful mix of different nationalities, cultures and lifestyles united by 
a mutual abiding passion for all things Ferrari. 
 
By joining one of these OFFICIAL FERRARI CLUBS, enthusiasts become part of a large 
extended family that, under the prestigious prancing horse emblem, allows them to take 
advantage of countless services and exclusive opportunities. These include participation in 
meetings with drivers and the Formula 1 team, Ferrari Factory Tours in Maranello, access to a 
reserved club member stand at the Italian GP, a reduced entrance fee for the Ferrari Museums 
in Modena and Maranello, and free access to TOFM, The Official Ferrari Magazine, online at 
ferrari.com for live news about the company, the cars and current sporting activities. 
 
SCUDERIA FERRARI CLUB mirrors the “sporting” soul of all Ferrari enthusiasts and also 
organises a large number of other activities including the Scuderia Ferrari Club Soap Box 
Championship, a fun competition in which members race soapboxes they have built 
themselves, the SFC Karting Championships and Scuderia Ferrari Club Football Team 
games (amongst others, the Nazionale Piloti, the Italian national racing drivers’ team). In 
addition, members can take part in the exclusive F1 Show Car exhibitions and emulate their 
Scuderia Ferrari heroes in pit-stop timing races or by driving virtual F1 or GT’s in the Ferrari 
Virtual Academy simulators. Thanks to the SCUDERIA FERRARI CLUB’s structure and 
organisation, life in pit-lane is now more than just a TV show or something glimpsed from far-
off stands. SFC members can now experience it for themselves and share the fun with other 
Ferrari enthusiasts.  
 
Every OFFICIAL FERRARI CLUB MEMBER also receives a series of unique gifts especially 
packaged for “Genuine Tifosi”: always including an individually personalised MEMBERSHIP 
CARD and lanyard plus many other exclusive SFC branded items which change from year to 
year; such as the exclusive SFC tea-shirt, podium cap, metal badges, webbing belt, flag with  
telescopic flag-pole, stickers, and more. In addition, as part of this great Ferrari family you also 
get big discounts on purchases from Ferrari retail stores or online at ferraristore.com.  
 
The various benefits relating to the world famous prancing horse do not end there. Everything 
is designed to reward the incredibly loyal and irreplaceable passion and support that Ferrari 
enthusiasts give to both the Scuderia Ferrari racing team and to the Ferrari automobile factory.  
 
Since 2006, Scuderia Ferrari Club has had the privilege of being presided over and led by 
prominent figures from this Maranello-based company. The first was the former Scuderia 
Ferrari Team Principal Stefano Domenicali. Subsequently, Antonio Ghini and then Massimo 
Rivola filled this role. Since 2019, Michele Antoniazzi, who is also Head of Human Resources 
at Ferrari S.p.A, has been President of Scuderia Ferrari Club. He has been assisted by Chief 
Operating Officer Mauro Apicella, who has held this position since 2012. 

                                               

                        JOIN THE CLUB at https://www.sfcsurrey.club/register      
Telephone: +44 7449501253  Email: surrey@scuderiaferrari.club 

https://www.sfcsurrey.club/register

